Mummies in the Morning
Chapters 9 - 10

1. Who or what appeared when Jack and Annie were trapped in the passageway?
   a. Hutepi  b. a tomb robber
   c. the black cat  d. the tree house

2. How did they find their way out of the pyramid?

3. What caused the rumbling noise Jack and Annie heard in the pyramid?
   a. thunder  b. the pyramid collapsing
   c. a boat  d. a mummy

4. Do you think what Jack and Annie saw from the tree house was a mirage or the ghost-queen on her way to the Next Life? Explain your answer.

5. After Jack and Annie’s adventure was over, what appeared on the tree house floor?
1. Who or what appeared when Jack and Annie were trapped in the passageway?
   a. Hutepi
   b. a tomb robber
   c. the black cat
   d. the tree house

2. How did they find their way out of the pyramid?
   Jack and Annie found their way out of the pyramid by following the meows coming from the cat.

3. What caused the rumbling noise Jack and Annie heard in the pyramid?
   a. thunder
   b. the pyramid collapsing
   c. a boat
   d. a mummy

4. Do you think what Jack and Annie saw from the tree house was a mirage or the ghost-queen on her way to the Next Life? Explain your answer.
   Answers will vary.

5. After Jack and Annie's adventure was over, what appeared on the tree house floor?
   When sunlight hit the tree house floor the letter M appeared.